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Motivational elements

Cities seek to improve alternatives to car to counteract problems associated with

traffc and carbon-intensive lifestyles. Novel tools that exploit ICTs to persuade

mobility behaviour change are emerging as effective supports for existing structural

and regulatory tools. For instance, in Bellinzona a living lab was created to co-design

with citizens a persuasive smartphone app promoting individual mobility behaviour

change by means of gamification and tangible prizes.

Based on the commercial Moves tracking app and algorithms developed on purpose,

Bellidea automatically tracks routes travelled and modes of transport used, making

citizens aware of their travelling time, distance and related energy and climate

impacts. Bellidea also invites its users to enroll in individual and collective challenges.

Travelling time performed by sustainable modes and completed challenges are

rewarded with points, which can be redeemed with tangible prizes.

Bellidea was launched to the population in late April 2018: here we introduce the main

characteristics of the app and show preliminary analyses regarding the characteristics

of Bellidea users (are we “preaching to the converted”?) , their level of use over time

and the effects Bellidea produced on individual mobility behavior.

Outcomes of a smart city living lab prompting low-carbon mobility patterns by a mobile app

Every week Bellidea attributes points by considering all

the routes travelled from Monday to Sunday, based on

the percentage of the weekly travelling time with

sustainable modes of transport (train, bus, walking or

cycling). The higher such time, the higher the points.

Points are also attributed when users achieve voluntary

individual or collective challenges, such as not using the

car during peak hour, opting for public transport for

nights out or using the bicycle for at least 20% of

collective travelling time.
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Trust versus control

Automatic detection of the transport mode is affected

by errors, which is critical for Bellidea, since real prizes

are at stake. Allowing the user to always correct the

detected transport mode would however leave room for

cheating the system, which is not acceptable.

Therefore, Bellidea implements an hybrid validation

system, underlying a relationship of trust between the

app and its users: users are asked to validate the

transport mode when estimated probability of the

detected transport mode is below a certain threshold,

while validation is blocked in the other cases.

The approach was tested with 28 users for two months

(overall 8’687 routes) [1]:

• manual validation was requested for 14.2% of the

routes (on average, 0.78 activities per day per user);

• the transport mode was correctly detected for 89.6%

of the remaining routes;

• detection error, affecting 10.4% of the remaining

routes, was judged acceptable, and therefore the

hybrid system was implemented.

Global versus local

Tangible prizes offered by Bellidea are entirely paid by

the city of Bellinzona. Shall thus Bellidea consider the

whole mobility of a user, no matter where it takes place,

or only account for trips around Bellinzona?

Current fragmentation of responsibilities at the

administration level prevailed, and imposed to

introduce boundaries: policy-makers in Bellinzona

accepted to only offer prizes in exchange for tangible

improvement of individual mobility patterns over their

own territory. Therefore, Bellidea only considers routes

with either a starting or an arrival point in the area of

Bellinzona (for simplicity, schematized as a box).

Paradoxically, Bellidea might thus reward citizens

always using the bicycle in Bellinzona, while daily

driving to their workplace in Lugano and stopping at the

service station just outside Bellinzona for a coffee.

Securing collaboration with surrounding cities or with

the Canton would allow to enlarge the “Bellidea box”

and overcome such a drawback.

Preaching to the converted? High abandon over time?

Bellidea was launched at the end of April 2018 and

remained available until the end of July 2018, when the

tracking app Moves behind Bellidea was shut down.

Within such a period, citizens could start using it

whenever they wanted.

If we exclude the last 3 weeks after the announcement of

Moves shut down, on average Bellidea had 180 active users

per week. On average, each user actively interacted with

Bellidea for around 6 weeks.

Expected impact

Preliminary results suggest that, after four weeks of use

of the Bellidea app, there is a reduction in the weekly

average percentage of travelling time by car, with

respect to the first two weeks of app use, considered as

a baseline. Nevertheless, the observed differences are

not statistically significant.

Longer app use is needed to determine the influence of

Bellidea in stimulating tangible changes in individual

mobility patterns.
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Smartphone-based mobility tracking experiments we

ran in the past have shown the risk of “preaching to the

converted”: such apps tend to attract citizens with pro-

environmental attitudes, who already put sustainable

mobility choices into practice [2]. The comparison of the

Bellidea Baseline (first two weeks of app use, when

limited feedback and no points were provided to the

users) and the Ticino Microcensus of 2015, shows that

Bellidea was able to attract the “average” citizens. The

differences on the percentages of time travelling by car

[t(215)=.871, p=.385] and distance travelling by car

[t(215)=.413, p=.680] are not statistically significant.


